Snaptastic™ Snapdragon
The next generation of multi-season snapdragons

FASTER: Reduced sensitivity to day length allows faster flowering in early spring which creates an easier to program crop. One week FASTER than Speedy Sonnet!
• Fast secondary flowering creates masses of garden color that will have them coming back for more

FULLER: The perfect combination of classical snapdragon flower spikes and a sturdy branching habit, a major improvement to traditional snapdragons. Extremely uniform habits are quicker to fill containers than Speedy Sonnet or Arrow
• Vigorous plants combined with early flowering set the stage for efficient bench run shipping

STRONGER: Stands up the environmental challenges of warm season production for late summer/ fall sales. Superior stem strength holds up to the rigors of shipping and retail
• Everyone benefits from advanced one-of-a-kind breeding that is focused on high-performance that overcomes stressful conditions

Snaptastic Snapdragon is available in five colorful varieties and a mix
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